Influence of the Circulating Current on the Propagation of the Change in Membrane Potential.
The propagation of the change in potential differences across liquid membranes from the potential-sending cell to the potential-receiving cell was investigated by use of a system combined with three liquid membrane cells, which were composed of two aqueous phases and a 1,2-dichloroethane solution phase. The ionic composition of one potential-sending cell (S) was identical to that of the receiving cell (Rec), and that of another potential-sending cell (Ap) was different from that of the Rec. When the connection of cell Rec was switched from cell S to cell Ap, the change in the membrane potential was caused by the circulating current. The greater the ratio of the interfacial area of the membrane of cell Ap to that of cell Rec, the faster the change in the membrane potential propagated from cell Ap to cell Rec.